
The History of Houston
This term paper sample on the history of Houston outlines the history of the city and the 
culture struggles since the turn of the century. 

Houston is the fourth largest city in the US, but has a more recent history than many of the 
large cities of the Eastern seaboard, due to the size of the continent staggering inward 
migration from the early days of European colonialism. This term paper focuses on cultural 
and civil rights surrounding immigration into Houston, and right from the very beginning 
Houston has had a stormy history. The City first began as a very small Hamlet, the result of 
real estate expansion into the Midwest in the 19th century, and it is apparent that the anarchy 
of the area held fast when Houston was expanding from a small establishment. Lawlessness, 
corruption and health problems plagued the development of Houston in the early days, and it 
wasn’t until a proper political seat was created that stability was created. By the American 
Civil war, the threat of disruption happened again when tension between democratic and 
confederate cause Houston to be at the center of the Civil war.

Discrimination past the Civil War

Just like the issue of Civil rights that was prevalent in the days of the civil war, today, we still 
see many of the same discriminations that made the South West difficult before. The 
immigration of Mexicans after the Revolution has been typical in all major immigrations to 
American cities, with people looking for a better life. But when immigration was reaching its 
peak in the early to mid 20th century from Mexico, discrimination based on color and 
nationality where a major problem, which makes us realize that the same mistakes from the 
Era of Slavery where being committed. The oppressive stance that the government within 
Houston had on cultural minorities was a double edged sword for the nationalists however, as 
when classes felt the immense strain of the Great Depression, Mexican Americans used this 
time to assert themselves and prove themselves worthy of citizenship. The story of this rise to 
equality within Houston serves as a testament of the spirit of the immigrants who knew they 
deserved a better life free from discrimination.


